Abstract-Lane detection has recognition in real time vehicular ad-hoc system. That study work concentrate on giving greater efficiency in lane detection by utilizing the additive Hough transform to identify the curve lanes and convert into data parallelism in order to improve the speed of the proposed technique by using fork and join process. To accomplish performance evaluation various metrics is likely to be considered. The performance of lane detection algorithms is generally evaluated in terms of algorithm results and parallel results. Algorithm results is evaluated in terms of accuracy, error rate, execution time ,overhead and parallel results is evaluated in terms of speed, efficiency etc. To complete performance comparison the result of proposed algorithm is going to be compared with existing lane detection algorithms. Intelligent transportation systems are available these days for increasing the safety of the vehicles and reduce incident ratio. A new technique which uses modified additive hough transform is used to reduce the limitations of existing technique. The proposed algorithm has been designed and implemented in MATLAB.
INTRODUCTION
Many people's die every day because of road accidents .Lane detection is used to reduce the road accident and also helps to improve the conditions of traffics. Lane detection helps the drivers in the driving process using advanced driving assistance system. Advanced driver assistance system consists of collision avoidance system, blind spot system and many more systems. This system is developed for safety and better driving. This system based upon vehicle to vehicle or vehicle to infrastructure system etc. In lane detection there are many approaches that are applied like feature based and model based. Feature based approach are used to detect edges and model based approach is a type of curve model. It supports various applications like lane departure warning, lane keeping assists, lane centring etc. In this paper we enhance the technique (additive Hough transform) using parallelism. Lane detection is an essential part in Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS). It is a protection system being able of warning the driver when the vehicle starts to move out of its lane and decrease traffic accidents efficiently. Lane Departure Warning System is also a most important part of Intelligent Vehicle technology. Intelligent vehicles are estimated to be capable to identify lane direction, sense objects and transmit to vehicular network for the avoidance of future accidents, or inform drivers of lane departure.
A) Parallelism Approaches

 Data Parallelism
Data parallelism is an application of parallelization of computing across multiple processors in parallel processing environment. Data parallelism centres on distributing the data across various parallel computing nodes. Data parallelism is accomplished when each processor works exactly the same task on various pieces of distributed data. Data parallelism is quite different model and is based on applying the same operation in parallel on different elements of dataset. The advantage of data parallelism is that it uses simpler model.
 Control Parallelism
Control parallelism is also known as function parallelism and task parallelism. It is a form of parallelism of computer code across multiple processors in parallel computing environments. Control parallelism centers on distributing tasks concretely executed by processes or threads across various processors. It is used in many parallel languages. These processes are communicated and synchronize with each other through massage passing or other mechanism. [4] has proposed an effective lane detection algorithm for lane departure detection; that algorithm is suited to reduced processing energy techniques like vehicle black boxes. First, we remove choose factors, which are help factors, to remove a hypotheses as two lines. In this task, Haar-like functions are utilized, and that allows people to make use of important pictures to eliminate computational redundancy. Next, our algorithm verifies the theory applying describing rules. These rules are on the basis of prediction on the assumption that the camera is mounted at the middle of the vehicle. Finally, in case a lane is detected, then the lane departure detection stage is performed.
II. RELATED WORK
Bounini et al. (2015) [5] has mentioned about Advanced Driving Assistant methods, intelligent and autonomous cars are encouraging alternatives to improve road security, traffic problems and people's comfort. Such programs need advanced computer perspective algorithms that need effective computers with high-speed control capabilities. Maintaining cars on the highway till their location sometimes stays a good problem specially when operating at large speed. The very first principle job is powerful effective navigation, which can be usually based on process vision to obtain RGB pictures of the road for more complex processing. The 2 nd job may be the vehicle's powerful control based on their, speed and direction. This paper presents an exact and successful road boundaries and painted lines' detection algorithm for intelligent and autonomous vehicle. It includes Hough Transform to initialize the algorithm at every time required, and Canny edges' detector, least-square technique and Kalman filtration to reduce the flexible ROI, estimate the near future road boundaries' location and lines parameters. Kang et al. (2014) [6] has dedicated to creation inexpensive car system. In that paper,propose a driver assistant system that is based on front camera. The planned process contains two parts. First portion is vehicle detection component that is based on adaptive improving applying transform (EMCT). Second part is the lane detection component applying on RANSAC. The results of process suggest that equally segments conduct robustly and so it could be a trusted intelligent vehicle system. Chen et al. (2013) [7] has presented a novel algorithm for car lane boundary detection that is based on effective contours. The algorithm employs an adaptive GMM that will cope with quick improvements for detecting the vehicles used with a kalman filtration system to produce pixel level movement vectors. A novel effective curve power term on the basis of the accumulation of movement trajectory. The results are shown for movie from an actual road world to exhibit the effectiveness of planned algorithm, without the necessity for road lane marks.
Han et al. (2015) [8] has presented a method of lane detection predicated on vanishing point estimation. We first estimate the vanishing point with probabilistic voting utilizing the strength of line segment, and then detect the lanes through the use of flooding watershed algorithm.
Cho et al. (2014) [9] had discussed that to be able to increase the lane detection recognition via Hough transform, we increased the algorithm by collection multi-ROI to reduce error rates and unrecognized the main external anything as a lane. And we used superresolution reconstruction to improve the image. Kang et al. (2014) [10] has discussed the Multi-lane detection algorithms that have already necessary for different vehicle applications for safety. In the existing technique, visible functions are basics hints for multilane detection. But, because of visible functions, temperature, situation and range of the region. On another hand, conventional geometric estimation-based techniques, may be not depending on visible functions, are incorrect to frequency or horizontal movement. In that paper, the proposed technique is a robust multi-lane detection algorithm on the basis of road scenarios. [15] has discussed that the Lane detection is very essential in lots of advanced driver-assistance systems, gradient values between lanes and roads vary with light changes, which helps in changes the performances of the systems. The proposed method provides a new gray-level image which uses an adaptive canny edge detector, Hough transform, and curve model fitting method.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Following are the various steps of lane detection. Each step converts an image into new form. Proposed algorithm takes following steps shown in figure 1.
Step 1: Fig 2 is showing the input image for Lane detection. The road image is given in which some objects (vehicles) are passing through. Image is showing quite extra information like sides of the roads, vehicles, trees at road sides, poles etc.
Step 2: Now apply fork operator and divide image into multiple threads. Fork operator allows scheduler to divide the road image into sub parts so that it can run in parallel fashion.
Step 3: Fig 3 has shown the gray scale output of the input image shown in fig 2. The overall goal of this step is to reduce the amount of data and preserve amount of information required to color the lanes.
Step 4: Now apply segmentation and image binarization will be done to locate the lanes in capture image and also smoothing of the results will be done by eliminating the unwanted objects. Fig 4 shows the segmented image.
Step 5: Now apply canny edge detector to detect lane edges. Fig 5 has shown the edge detected image for lane detection using canny edge detector operator.
Step 6: Now apply additive modified Hough transform and dynamic thresholding that is used to detect the lanes. Thresholding is used to increase the accuracy. Fig 6 shows the color metrics.
Step 7: Now color the lanes. fig 7 has shown the final colored images. The lane is colored by using green color.
Step 8: The join operator is responsible for joining the sub images into a single one to return back to its user. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCISSIONS
Following are the parameters that are used to improve the performance of proposed work. The comparison between the existing and proposed methods is shown by various parameters.
A) Algorithm Results
Following are the parameters that are used to improve the performance of proposed algorithm work. It contains the set of images which are used in lane detection algorithm on MATLAB with the help image processing toolbox.
Accuracy:
Accuracy identifies the closeness of a calculated value to a standard or known value or Accuracy is defined as, "The ability of a measurement to match the actual value of the quantity being measured". Accuracy is calculated by following formula:
( Table 1 shows the comparison between existing and proposed readings of the parameters accuracy between fifteen images. 
Error _Rate:
The frequency with which errors or noise are presented to the channel. Error rate might be measured in terms of incorrect bits obtained per bits transmitted. Error rate is calculated by: The above table 2 shows the comparison between existing and proposed readings of the parameters accuracy between fifteen images. 
Execution_Time:
It is described as the time taken to accomplish an application after submission to a device until finish. Execution time is found by tic-toc command. Place tic command is used before the first line of code and toc command is used after the last line of the code. Table 3 shows the comparison between existing and proposed readings of the parameters accuracy between fifteen images. It can be observed from the table the values of proposed technique are low as comparative to existing technique. The above graph proves that the results are improved in proposed technique. All the values of proposed work are as low as possible as compared to existing work.
Overhead:
It is defined as the extra time required by the system to attain the required goal. It is also called communication time. The above graph proves that the results are improved in proposed technique. All the values of proposed work are as low as possible as compared to existing work.
B) Parallelism Results
Following are the parameters that are used to improve the performance of proposed work. It contains the set of images which are used in lane detection algorithm on MATLAB with the help parallel processing toolbox.
Speed_Up:
It is the ratio of sequential execution time (when the algorithm is executed sequentially to the execution time) and parallel execution time (when the same algorithm is executed parallely to the execution time). Speed up can be mathematically represented as: Sp=Ts/Tp, where Ts is the sequential execution time, Tp is the parallel execution time.
(3)
Efficiency:
It is a measure of processor utilization. Efficiency is a performance metrics closely related to speed up. It is the ratio of parallel execution time and the number of processors.
(4) 
Execution_Time:
Execution time is described as the time taken performs an application after submission to a machine until finish. When the application is presented to a sequential computer, the execution time is known as sequential execution time and when application is presented to a parallel computer, the execution time is known as parallel execution time. Table 6 shows the comparison between parallel proposed and sequential proposed readings of the parameters execution time between fifteen images. It can be observed from the table the values after converting parallel are low as comparative to sequential (means without parallel) technique. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper the implementation of the proposed algorithm is performed in MATLAB and convert the algorithm into parallelism by using parallel processing toolbox. Various road images have been taken and proposed algorithm is used on it. In this research work, the comparison between the existing and proposed methods are shown by various parameters The execution
